Class Name: ____________________________

Judge Signature: _________________________

JUDGE: __________________ DATE: ________

W.O. ENTRY NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 OF&P

MANEUVERS

SCORE COMMENTS SCORE # # SCORE 

Minor "m" = -5 points
1. Tick or hit of cone
2. Over or under turn from 1/8 to 1/4
3. BOG from a walk, jog or trot <2 strides
4. Obviously looking down to check leads or diagonals

Major "(M)" = -10 points
1. Incorrect lead or BOG (except correcting lead) at lope
2. Not performing the specific gait or not stopping when called for in the pattern within 10' of designated location.
3. Missing diagonal for 1-2 strides in pattern or on rail
4. Complete loss of contact b/w riders hand & horse's mouth
5. BOG at walk, jog or trot for > than 2 strides.
6. Loss of iron
7. Head carried too low and/or clearly behind vertical while horse is in motion, showing the appearance of intimidation

Severe "S" = -20 points
1. Loss of rein
2. Missing diagonal for > 2 strides
3. Use of hand to instill fear/praise
4. Holding saddle w/ either hand
5. Spurring/crop use in front of girth
6. Blatant disobedience including kicking, pawing, bucking and rearing.

Run content:
[Above average = (+)]
[Average = ( )]
[Below average = (-)]

Faults:
[Minor = m] = -5
[Major = M] = -10
[Severe = S] = -20

Overall form & presentation:
[E = Excellent (90-100)]
[VG = Very Good (80-90)]
[G = Good (70-80)]
[F = Fair (60-70)]
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Hunt Seat Equitation